Laparoscopic repair of incarcerated paraesophageal hernias.
Paraesophageal hernias comprise only 2-5% of all hiatal hernias, yet unlike the more common sliding hiatal hernia, paraesophageal hernias are prone to undergo volvulus, with obstruction, ischemia, and gangrenous perforation. Due to their propensity toward calamitous complications, they must be recognized and repaired as expeditiously as possible. Traditionally these hernias have been repaired by either an open transabdominal or an open transthoracic approach. Laparoscopic repair with Nissen fundoplication has already been successfully applied to the repair of the more common sliding hiatal hernia. Described here is the laparoscopic repair of two paraesophageal hernias. The merit of an anti-reflux procedure as part of this repair is discussed.